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This short eBook is intended as a guide to the most
critical things in SEO (search engine optimization)
today. Feel free to use it as a checklist. And I'll always
update this guide yearly to help businesspeople like
yourself achieve the success that they want. 

Although there are many more ranking factors to
consider (over 200 of them), this book is for small
business owners or startups. 

New to all this? If so, it’s vital that you keep an open
mind when it comes to SEO because things change
regularly and in many cases, rapidly!  

Is this book a sales pitch?  

Nope. The reason this book exists is to educate. That
being noted, I'm an SEO expert and yes, I do offer
services.  

If you enjoy the book, please send me your feedback
at gabrieln@techhelp.ca. It'll help improve it and most
appreciated. Additionally, you're welcome to send me
some questions. Go ahead, pick my brain a little. :)
Wishing you all the best in your business!  
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Author's Note



Introduction

We're in an economy where consumers have changed
the way they locate information and buy products or
services. One major disruption is how easy search
engines make finding products and info. So today most
businesses need a strong online presence to reach
their customers.  

In fact, according to a Forrester Consumer
Technographics survey from Q1 2016, 49 percent of
consumers reported that they rely on search to inform
purchase decisions.  

Also, search converts higher than social media and
display ads. Look at this report from Marin Software’s
Q4 2016 Performance Marketer Benchmark.
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This is not to say that traditional marketing no longer
works because most tactics can still serve a purpose.
But here’s the thing, you’re either investing up to $50+
a click via paid search or in SEO. If you’re not doing any
of the above, your competitors are likely doing one of
the two.

How seo works

It’s tough getting noticed on the web. There’s so much
information online and more are published every day.
Today you can have the best product and no one may
even notice it! 

That’s why you need to optimize your website and SEO
is how you do that. It’s a marketing discipline that
primarily focuses on improving your ranking positions
on search engine return pages (aka SERPs). 

Many companies that succeed in their space or
industry, do SEO really well! 

Like plenty of things in marketing, it's a process that
requires time and a lot of work to reach specified goals.
But the rewards are AWESOME and compounding,
meaning that what you do with SEO will continue to
benefit your business for years to come. 
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I could go on to provide a whole history of SEO here
but that’s not what you really need to know. You need
to understand a) What to focus on if you’re to win with
SEO and b) Can you reach new customers? 

For the latter, YES, you can reach new customers! And
reconnect with existing ones. For the former, keep
reading.   

You’ve already been riding the exciting wave of steering
your own small business through thick and thin, so
congratulations for stepping into yet another year! 

All right, let's get right to it.
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Marketing changes because people change. As
business owners, the only thing that doesn’t change is
the goal of being on top of the tide, whichever direction
it takes!  

Predicting SEO trends can be tricky because algorithms
change regularly. Fortunately, this book isn't about
predictions, instead, it focusses on things that are
happening now. 

The most important areas of SEO currently are:
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1. Content

In SEO, good copy is always the primary game changer
and your fuel for growth. The true ROI of your efforts
will highly depend on making your content Relevant,
Original and Useful. Although, the form that your
content takes will rely on the purpose of it. 

Are you trying to sell a product? Then you'll need
landing page (a dedicated sales page) content. 

Is it an educational piece? Then perhaps a blog post,
white paper or eBook would suffice. 

The way you choose to present your information
matters.



So why produce content anyways?  

Good copy helps you sell more products and if you
publish content regularly, you’re connecting with
consumers, improving lead conversions and increasing
reach. 

Here are some formats to consider: 

1. Landing page 
2. Blog posts  
3. Downloadable PDF’s  
4. Videos  
5. Infographics  
6. White Papers  
7. Polls and Surveys  
8. Podcasts  
9. Case studies  

From observations, long-form content, which are
publications around the size range of 1,200 words
seem to be gaining favour for education pieces. But
one could also argue that short-form content (usually
300-500 words) is also doing very well. 

So which one correlates with first page rankings the
most? Well, I think relevance, usefulness and originality
are what matters, not length. 
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It’s clear that Google and Bing are no longer focusing
on content alone but context too. But it doesn't mean
that every single article or web page that you create
has to be long-form. A better approach is to cover your
topics comprehensively. 

Long gone are the days when optimizing your website
for search meant that you just stuffed in a bunch of
keywords needlessly. 

Now businesses have to be prepared to create quality
content that not only resonates with their readers but
are index-worthy by search engines.  

Besides, it’s not even ideal for dedicated sales pages to
contain plenty of words because the whole point of
them is to drive revenue. Hence, it would be hubris to
assume that word count is a game changer. 

Satisfying the user intent is the most important thing to
do. You see, Google, Bing and Yahoo want to rank the
absolute BEST content for their users.  

And good content doesn’t have to be long-form, it just
has to be “dense”. Most 2000+ word publications can
be reduced to half that size, while still fulfilling their
intended purpose. 
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Make the time to DIY (do-it-yourself) or hire copywriters
to write original content for your web pages. These
folks are able to keep your content informative, natural
and concise, thereby, affecting your conversion rates in
a Positive way. 

Personally, using the AIDA (attention-interest-desire-
action) principle, I’ve found that I could write short-
form but highly comprehensive and convincing copy
every time.  

Something worth noting here is that voice search is
altering how content is written for the web but not by
much. 

You may have heard of voice search or used it on your
smartphone before. Nevertheless, it’s becoming more
widespread among consumers.  

In 2016, Google announced that 20 percent of mobile
queries were voice searches in a keynote by CEO
Sundar Pichai. It's probably a bit more now. 

But why is this going to slightly change how content is
written? 
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When I look at where Google Assistant is pulling its
answers from for several queries, a pattern emerges. 

For instance, when you do a voice search for “what is
scl”, you get the following (screenshot below) in an
answer box and Google Assistant reads this
information aloud to you. 
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When you visit the actual website, here’s what you’ll
see: 



Notice that the website told Google that it was a
definition. This is right above its heading, which is
exactly what the user was looking for in our example.  

The text directly below it is where the answer read to
you by Google Assistant was pulled from.   

However, it doesn’t mean that you have to structure all
of your headings in this way. A simple “What is SCL” as a
primary or subheading would also tell Google that this
is a definition. 
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2. Responsive web design

Imagine stepping into a modern day war zone armed
with six-bullet revolvers. Sounds crazy, right?  

Technology is changing the game and you have to
equip yourself with the right ammunition for the battle
(figuratively noting).  

Google has already begun a stronger push for a faster,
more open mobile web. In 2016, they announced that
nearly 60% of searches came from mobile devices.  

To me, this was no surprise. After all, Google has over
80 percent of the mobile search market share.



Try going to a coffee shop or riding public transit, look
around and you’ll see a good amount of people on
their smartphones, tablets, and even laptops. 

Mobile devices like tablets and smartphones have
revolutionized how we access all sorts of information.
Info is accessed daily with these devices and each time
your web page fails a person, you lose a reader,
including any opportunities of converting them into a
customer. 

There're two primary options for creating a mobile-
friendly site. 

You're either using Responsive design (preferred) or
Accelerated Mobile Pages (aka AMP).  

Responsive Web Design 

This option offers a fluid grid and flexible images using
media queries. In other words, your website will
automatically adjust to fit the screen of the device that
your visitor is using. 

The below image shows a responsive web page and a
non-responsive one.  
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The website on the left is non-responsive, while the one
on the right is. A visitor to the site on the left will have
to scroll left or right to read everything. 

Responsive websites have been around for a long time
(since or before 2010). Unfortunately, some sites still
have a non-responsive design.  

For those sites, this means that mobile visitors sadly
don’t receive the same experience as desktop users.  

AMP 

This is just another way of building web pages that load
fast and look good on mobile devices. AMP has three
parts to it. These are AMP HTML, AMP js and Google’s
AMP cache.  
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AMP HTML is an extended version of the HTML
language that includes AMP custom HTML tags. AMP js
contains a library of AMP best practices that designers
can use. Google’s AMP cache fetches the AMP pages
and optimizes them for fast delivery. 

Here's the thing, mobile experience is a crucial factor
for search! So you need to make sure you're using one
of the two methods mentioned. 

Most people don’t want to wait the time it takes to load
your website’s desktop version on their mobile device.
Not to mention, scrolling side-to-side just to read your
text and view images. Sucks, right? 

Besides, most people probably have just about 3-7
seconds to consider your website and you have to
convince them to keep reading within that timeframe. 

AMPs are simply stripped down, light-coded versions of
your site that can load onto a mobile screen in under 3
seconds.  

Whichever you choose to use, responsive or AMP, your
audience will love it! But if you asked me, Responsive is
the best way to go. 
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UX or user experience design refers to the what, when,
where, how, and who is going to be using a product.  

When designing a website or any product, you need to
make it easy for the user to get it. You know, things like
where to go, what to click or read, the location of
pricing etc. 

Listen, people browse the Internet almost involuntarily
now, unlike how they would ride a car or a motorbike.
Every action is intuitive. So the question is:  

Is your website designer considering UX?  

UX is about making things as intuitive as possible for
the intended audience. Simple and straightforward
walkways appeal better to Internet users than grand
and intricate treasure hunts. 

Think of UX as a blueprint that helps you create good
UI (user interface). A bad blueprint cannot give rise to a
great website. 

Some people confuse UI with UX. 
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3. UX (User Experience) 



Many feel that a beautiful website appeals to visitors,
so they give a lot of attention to the UI and neglect UX. 

In reality, the Internet is transcending aesthetics and
moving into psychology to understand consumer
behaviour.  

A winning UX design can predict where a user will pay
the most attention to and reduce the amount of
thinking involved in understanding a website. 

Tip: Think of the most unapologetically non-tech savvy
person you know and design your site in such a way
that he or she can navigate intuitively.  
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4. Mobile

You've undoubtedly noticed that mobile devices are
everywhere! Nowadays, some people judge you by the
mobile phone in your pocket. No, really. 

Smartphones are no longer elite products, they are
penetrating the world at speed. I truly believe that
years from now, people who did nothing during this
AMAZING time of opportunity will be kicking
themselves. 



So what does all this have to do with SEO?  

Have you given a thought to what percentage of traffic
to your website are coming from mobile devices? 

For a long time, they’ve been widespread anticipation
that Google was working on changing its entire strategy
to a mobile-first approach.  

In November of 2016, Google began testing its mobile-
first indexing approach. Today Google is mobile-first!  

'Yeah Gabe but what exactly does that mean?' 

This means that when crawling a site, they’ll look for a
mobile version first and if none exist, they'll fall back to
the desktop variant. 

In the matter of SEO, this also means that Google will
look at the ranking signals of your mobile site first in
order to place your site. Compared to what it used to
do, which was to go off what it sees on your desktop
site. 

This raises a disastrous problem though. if you have a
classic m.mobilesite.com or if your mobile website is
different from the desktop version. It can cause
duplicate content within your site. Not good! 
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All the more reason to put some real thought into your
websites and make them responsive. 
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5. Voice Search 

We briefly covered this earlier but here're a few more
points to consider. 

Voice search is likely going to become the next major
disruption in the future. Google Home and Amazon’s
Echo are already on the market. 

They allow users to search for anything by voice
commands alone, eliminating the need to type or click
anything.  

Voice search usage continues to grow with personal
assistant devices leading the way. Perhaps, pretty soon
users may have in-depth conversations with their
mobile phones, much like conversing with a friend.  

There are also digital pals like Allo, Siri, and Cortana
that show promise. Soon, if not already, one could
quickly answer questions like what to eat, which movie
to watch, what shoe to buy, which gadget will be cooler
etc.  

Will you be ready?



Yes, links pointing to your site is going to continue to be
important for SEO but its no longer the only concern.
Then again, it never was, despite what some might
want you to believe. 

While it’s still important that you get related or
authoritative sites to link back to yours, Google and
possibly search, in general, have already moved away
from links as the primary indicator of what’s good. 

We know that Google is using RankBrain, it’s artificial
intelligence (AI) to understand web pages. So it makes
sense that it would use a mix of primary factors for
ranking sites. 

So if we were to place the most important areas of SEO
in a manner of importance, it’ll look like this: 

1. Content  
2. RankBrain (AI)  
3. Everything else 

Focus on creating value, promotion and getting enough
eyes on your website’s content. Make it easy for people
to share it and they often will. 
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6. What About Backlinks?
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7. Social Media

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Linkedin, Youtube,
Snapchat, Mix, what’s next? 

Imagine for a moment, the millions of conversations
happening every day on social media globally. Now,
zoom into your locality and consider for a bit, what
percentage of social media users know about your
business?  

Think of the possibilities that arise if you can improve
this percentage and create a positive reputation for
your brand.  

You’d just need to focus on being awesome at what you
do and your fans will take care of marketing your
products for you.  

This is known as word-of-mouth but lately, it’s more like
word-of-text (not in a dictionary).  
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Search engines are using social signals as part of how
they determine what to show their searchers. On a
daily basis, small businesses are discovered locally
through search and many of them use social media.  

The salon owner that shares pictures of his or her
completed work on social media is far more likely to
appear on the first page of Google locally than
someone who isn’t. 

Social media has also evolved into a point of sale (POS)
platform that allows advertising. However, it's not the
be-all-and-end-all solution. 

In the past (and maybe now too), some adventurous
companies didn’t even consider having a website, as
long as they were active on social media (bad call!).   

All that changed (at least, it should have) when
Facebook reduced organic reach sometime between
2011 and 2012. A lot of businesses that only relied on
Facebook found that they couldn’t reach all of their
customers anymore. So they pulled out their wallets
and paid Facebook for it! 

This is an example of why you should use everything
else as a means to amplify your own site, that’s all. 
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8. local seo

Local searches continue to grow, search engines love it
and why wouldn’t they?  

In truth, 80% of your potential customers are probably
living within a 20-mile radius of your business. They’re
also searching for the products or services that you
offer every day. 

So play local and cater to them first. Adapt your
strategies to keep your local audience happy and then
you can think of expanding. 

Search engines are capable of identifying the location
of the user when a search is made. 

Search giants like Google and Bing know that it’s better
for searchers when they show results that are
physically close to them.  


